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The Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Schizophrenia (SZ) are two well-known 

neurological disorders that have similar clinical symptoms, including alternations in 

behavioral and cognitive functions [1]. One of the common links between the two disorders is 

the genes belonging to the L1 family of cell adhesion molecules (L1CAMs)[1,2,3]. Recently, the 

Chen lab uncovered a novel, non-developmental role for the C. elegans’ sole L1CAM gene, 

sax-7, in regulating synaptic activity [4]. This role was surprising since sax-7 null animals 

exhibit relatively wild-type movements and was discovered only in a genetic modifier screen 

that identified genes encoding components of the synaptic machinery. These components 

include rab-3, which encodes Ras GTPase superfamily member involved in synaptic vesicle 

trafficking, and tom-1, which encodes tomosyn, a protein that regulates synaptic vesicle 

priming. The two proteins promote effective neurotransmission. Loss of rab-3 or tom-1

function does not result in strong changes in the animals’ ability to move [5]. In contrast, loss of 

rab-3 or tom-1 function in a sax-7 null background results in animals with dramatically 

abnormal movements. The focus of my study is another gene from the Ras GTPase

superfamily, let-60 whose effect on transcription can be detected directly under a compound 

scope. As a member of the Ras GTPase superfamily, let-60 can start the mitogen-activated 

protein kinases (MAPK) casacade. Ras GTPases are enzymes that are activated by binding to a 

GTP. The activated Ras GTPases activates MAP kinase kinase kinases (MAPKKK). 

MAPKKK activates MAP kinase kinases (MAPKK). MAPKK activates MAPK which 

activates many other transcription factors[6,7]. The let-60 gene is well known for its role in 

vulvae formation. The let-60 gain-of-function leads to the multivulva phenotype which can be 

easily observed under a compound microscope[8]. Observe changes in vulva formation after 

knocking out sax-7 can determine the relationship between sax-7 and the MAPK pathway. 

Abstract

To test the hypothesis, the sax-7 and let-60 animals were used to compare with sax-

7;let-60 animals. sax-7;let-60;Psax-7::sax-7 was crossed by me and used to compare to sax-7; 

let-60 animals. 12 µl of 10mM levamisole was pipetted on a small pad of agar. The animals 

were then picked and put on the agar and was paralyzed by levamisole. The animals were 

screened under a compound microscope to count vulvae and protrusion. 

Materials and Methods

The let-60 gain of function animals demonstrated an increase in multivulva count. All of the sax-7 

single knock out animals had a single vulva. All of the sax-7; let-60 animals had multiple vulvae. The 

examination of the excretory cells exhibited the same trend. The sax-7; let-60 animals had the highest 

percentage of protrusion, while none of the sax-7 animals had protrusion. . The sax-7; let-60; Psax-7::sax-7 

genomics is a strain that adds the function of sax-7 back to the sax-7;let-60 strain. This strain showed 

decrease percentages of multiple vulvae compared to the sax-7; let-60 animals.

Results Conclusions

Loss of sax-7 function resulted in increased multiple vulvae, indicated sax-7  has 

inhibition effect on the MAPK pathway. Comparing to the let-60 gain of function animals, 

the sax-7;let-60 animals had a more drastic increase in excretory count. After sax-7 was 

added back to the sax-7;let-60 strain, the changes were less dramatic. This might indicate 

that sax-7 was involved in either skin cell proliferation, excretory cell proliferation, or 

both, which requires further testing. 

The exact relationship of sax-7 and MAPK pathway is still unknown. The sax-7 

may inhibit downstream of Ras GTPases, it may inhibit the activity of Ras GTPases, or it 

may start a separate pathway that inhibits the MAPK cascade. This is a good starting point 

for future studies on sax-7, its relationship with MAPK pathway and its role in synaptic 

activities. 
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Vulva Count (Numbers)

Excretory Count

sax-7 let-60 sax-7;let-60 sax-7;let-60;Psax-7::sax-7	genomics
single	vulvae	 100 32 0 19

multiple	vulvae	(>=2)	 0 19 52 33
total 100 51 52 52

Vulva Count (Numbers)

Vulva Count (Percentage)

Excretory Count

sax-7 let-60 sax-7;let-60 sax-7;let-60;Psax-7::sax-7	genomics
 

No protrusion 100 41 18 40
protrusion 0 9 38 11

Excretory Count (Percentage)

sax-7 let-60 sax-7;let-60 sax-7;let-60;Psax-7::sax-7	genomics
 

No protrusion 100% 82% 32% 78% 
protrusion 0% 18% 68% 22% 
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sax-7 let-60 sax-7;let-60 sax-7;let-60;Psax-7::sax-7	genomics
Single	vulvae 100.00% 62.75% 0.00% 36.54%

Multiple	vulvae	(>=2) 0.00% 37.25% 100.00% 63.46%
Total	number	of	animals	 100 51 52 52


